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ABSTRACT
BL Lac objects are the most numerous class of extragalactic TeV-detected sources. One of the
biggest difficulties in investigating their TeV emission resides in their limited number, since only 47
BL Lacs are known as TeV emitters. In this paper, we propose new criteria to select TeV BL Lac
candidates based on the infrared (IR) and X-ray observations. We apply our selection criteria to the
BL Lac objects listed in the ROMA-BZCAT catalog so identifying 41 potential TeV emitters. We
then consider a search over a more extended sample combining the ROSAT bright source catalog and
the WISE all-sky survey revealing 54 additional candidates for TeV observations. Our investigation
also led to a tentative classification of 16 unidentified X-ray sources as BL Lac candidates. This
analysis provides new interesting BL Lac targets for future observations with ground based Cherenkov
telescopes.
Subject headings: galaxies: active - galaxies: BL Lacertae objects - X-rays: galaxies: individual: -
radiation mechanisms: non-thermal
1. INTRODUCTION
BL Lac objects are characterized by very peculiar prop-
erties with respect to other classes of active galactic nu-
clei (AGNs). They are compact, core dominated ra-
dio sources, many of them exhibiting superluminal mo-
tion and showing rapid and large-amplitude flux vari-
ability from radio up to TeV energies, and significant ra-
dio to optical polarization (e.g., Blandford & Rees 1978;
Urry & Padovani 1995). Their spectral energy distri-
bution (SED) exhibits two main components: the low
energy one peaking in the infrared-X-ray energy range,
and the second one dominated by γ-rays. Their opti-
cal spectra appear to be featureless or with very weak
absorption lines (Stoke et al. 1991; Stickel et al. 1991;
Laurent-Muehleisen et al. 1999).
According to Padovani & Giommi (1995) BL Lacs can
be classified as “Low-frequency peaked BL Lacs” (LBLs)
and “High-frequency peaked BL Lacs” (HBLs), depend-
ing on whether their broadband radio-to-X-ray spectral
index is larger than or smaller than 0.75, respectively.
At very high energies (i.e., E >100 GeV) BL Lac ob-
jects, and in particular, HBLs, constitute the largest
known population of TeV extragalactic sources, detected
by ground based Cherenkov telescopes as HESS, MAGIC
and VERITAS. In the following, we refer to the HBLs
detected at TeV energies as TBLs while we indicate the
HBL candidates for TeV observations as TBCs.
Recently, using the WISE point source catalog,
which mapped the sky in four different bands cen-
tered at 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 µm (Wright et al. 2010;
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Cutri et al. 2012), we discovered that γ-ray emitting
blazars occupy a distinct region in the two-dimensional
color-color diagrams, which is well separated from other
extragalactic sources whose IR emission is dominated
by thermal radiation (“the WISE Gamma-ray Strip”,
Massaro et al. 2011a; D’Abrusco et al. 2012) and we
have developed a method for identifying γ-ray blazar
candidates by studying the WISE three-dimensional IR
color space using the WISE Fermi Blazar Sample (i.e.,
“locus”, see D’Abrusco et al. 2013). This discovery con-
stitutes the basis of our selection criterion for the TBCs.
In this paper, we combine IR and X-ray archival data
available in literature to build a criterion useful to find
new TBCs. We use the X-ray observations performed
with ROSAT along with those from the Wide Infrared
Survey Explorer (WISE) satellite (Wright et al. 2010).
This paper is organized as follows: in § 2 we inves-
tigate the IR properties of the BL Lacs already de-
tected at TeV energies introducing the “ΦXIR param-
eter” to distinguish between LBLs and HBLs. In § 3
we outline our criterion to identify TBCs and apply it
to the BL Lacs listed in the ROMA-BZCAT6 (e.g.,
Massaro et al. 2011b) and comparisons with selection
criteria previously published are presented in § 4. § 5
is dedicated to the all-sky search of new TBL candi-
dates using the combination of the ROSAT bright source
catalog (Voges et al. 1999) and the WISE all-sky survey
(Wright et al. 2010) and § 6 is devoted to our summary
and conclusions.
WISE magnitudes are in the Vega system and we use
cgs units for our numerical results unless stated other-
wise. We assume a flat cosmology with H0 = 72 km
s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.26 and ΩΛ = 0.74 (Dunkley et al.
2009). Spectral indices, α, are defined by flux density,
Sν ∝ ν
−α. Frequent acronyms are listed in Table 1.
2. TEV BL LAC OBJECTS
According to the online catalog of TeV-emitting
6 http://www.asdc.asi.it/bzcat/
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TABLE 1
List of acronyms.
Name Acronym
High Frequency Peaked BL Lac HBL
Low Frequency Peaked BL Lac LBL
HBL detected at TeV energies TBL
HBL candidate for TeV observations TBC
γ-ray sources (TeVCat)7, the number of sources
classified as BL Lac objects in the ROMA-
BZCAT (Massaro et al. 2009; Massaro et al. 2010;
Massaro et al. 2011b) and detected at TeV energies is
42, as of December 2012; these TeV BL Lac objects are
listed in Table 2 together with their salient parameters.
They have a unique WISE counterpart detected at least
at 3.4, 4.6 and 12 µm within a radius of 3′′.3 from the
ROMA-BZCAT positions (see D’Abrusco et al. 2013,
for more details about the ROMA-BZCAT - WISE
positional associations). They also have a radio coun-
terpart and are detected in the X-ray band by ROSAT
(Voges et al. 1999) as reported in the ROMA-BZCAT
(Massaro et al. 2011b) with the only exception of
MAGICJ2001+435. Thirty-seven of them are also
detected in γ rays between 30 MeV and 100 GeV
as reported in the Fermi-LAT second source Catalog
(2FGL; Nolan et al. 2012) and in the second Fermi-LAT
AGN catalog (2LAC; Ackermann et al. 2011).
2.1. X-ray-to-infrared flux ratio: ΦXIR
Maselli et al. (2010a) defined the ratio ΦXR between
the ROSAT X-ray flux FX and the radio flux density
S1.4 (at 1.4 GHz), computed using the values reported in
the ROMA-BZCAT, to distinguish between HBLs (i.e.,
ΦXR ≥ 0.1) and LBLs (i.e., ΦXR < 0.1). However, this
distinction cannot be easily extended all-sky because it
does need radio observations at 1.4 GHz which are not
always available. To avoid this problem we define a new
parameter to distinguish between the two subclasses of
BL Lac objects based on the IR observations of WISE.
It is worth noting that among the BL Lac objects the
HBLs are the most detected at TeV energies.
For all the TeV BL Lac objects listed in Table 2,
we computed ΦXIR, defined as the ratio between the
ROSAT X-ray flux FX (0.1 - 2.4 keV) and the inte-
grated IR flux FIR between 3.4 and 12 µm, both in
units of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1. This parameter is used to
distinguish between HBLs and LBLs instead of ΦXR.
We note that sources with ΦXIR >0.1 in Table 2 have
a ΦXR >0.08 in agreement with the previous classifi-
cation (Maselli et al. 2010a; Maselli et al. 2010b). We
then consider a new classification, labeling as HBLs those
having ΦXIR >0.1 while indicating as LBLs those with
ΦXIR <0.1. An additional justification on the choice of
ΦXIR to classify BL Lacs is given in Appendix on the
basis of their spectral shape.
2.2. TBL sample selection
We define a clean sample of 33 HBLs TeV detected
(i.e., TBLs) out of 42 TeV sources including only:
• having ΦXIR >0.1;
7 http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/
• with WISE magnitudes lower than 13.32 mag,
12.64 mag and 10.76 mag at 3.4µm, 4.6µm and
12µm, respectively;
• with IR colors between 0.22 mag<[3.4]-[4.6]<0.86
mag, 1.60 mag<[4.6]-[12]<2.32 mag.
The above criterion of TBLs, not only based on the ΦXR
ratio, permits to select bright IR sources having the
first SED peak between the UV and the X-rays. The
minimum X-ray and IR fluxes of the resulting sample are
2.45 · 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 and 9.47 · 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1,
respectively.
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Fig. 1.— The correlations between the IR (upper panel) and the
X-ray (lower panel) fluxes with the TeV flux, reported in the WISE
ROSAT and TeVCat catalogs, respectively (see also Table 2). Re-
gression lines are shown in red (see Section 2.2 for more details).
As shown in Figure 1, there is a hint of a correlation
between the IR and TeV fluxes for the TBLs whose mea-
surements were available in TeVCat (see also Table 2),
with a correlation coefficient of 0.51. This suggests a
good match between WISE and the TeV observations.
As expected there is also a trend between the ROSAT
and the TeV fluxes, with a correlation coefficient of 0.58.
2.3. Infrared colors of TBLs
Recently, we discovered that the γ-ray BL Lac ob-
jects lie in a region (i.e., the WISE Gamma-ray Strip)
of the [3.4]-[4.6]-[12] µm color-color diagram well dif-
ferentiated from that occupied by generic IR sources
(Massaro et al. 2011a). In particular, TBLs are more
concentrated near the tail of the WISE Gamma-ray
Strip. In Figure 2 we show the IR colors of TBLs and
those of γ-ray BL Lacs detected by Fermi in the 2LAC
CLEAN sample that belong to the WISE Gamma-ray
Strip (D’Abrusco et al. 2013).
We calculated a linear regression in the [3.4]-[4.6]-[12]
µm color-color plot for the 33 selected TBLs as shown in
Figure 2. We then define the δ parameter according to
the equation:
δ =
∣∣D ·D−1max∣∣ (1)
where D is the distance between the IR colors of each
source in the [3.4]-[4.6]-[12] µm color-color diagram and
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Fig. 2.— Left panel: the [3.4]-[4.6]-[12] µm color-color plot for the 33 TBLs selected (black circles) overlaid to the γ-ray emitting
blazars associated with WISE source that constitute the WISE Gamma-ray Strip (see Massaro et al. 2011a; D’Abrusco et al. 2012;
D’Abrusco et al. 2013, for more details). The black dashed box indicates the subregion of the WISE Gamma-ray Strip considered in
our TBC selection. Right panel: the [3.4]-[4.6]-[12] µm color-color plot for the 33 TBLs selected (black circles). The red line corresponds to
the regression line evaluated while the dashed line indicates the distance D between a source and the regression line as described in § 2.3.
the regression line, and Dmax is the maximum value eval-
uated only for the selected TBLs (i.e., 0.116 mag). All
the TBLs have therefore a value of delta ¡ 1.0 by def-
inition. We verified the residuals of the points in the
[3.4]-[4.6]-[12] µm color-color plot with respect to the re-
gression line using a runs test and we found that they
are randomly distributed at 97% level of confidence 8.
Finally, we note that δ=0.28 corresponds to the 68%
level of confidence (i.e., 1σ) with respect to the regression
line and consequently the choice of δ=1 implies that all
the TBLs lie within 3.5σ.
3. TBL CANDIDATES SELECTED FROM THE
ROMA-BZCAT CATALOG
On the basis of the combined IR and X-ray properties
of TBLs (see § 2), we outline the following criteria to
select TBL candidates (TBCs). Our selection of TBCs
includes all sources that fulfill all following criteria:
1. classified as BL Lac (i.e., BZB) according to the
ROMA-BZCAT catalog;
2. have a WISE counterpart within 3.3′′ from the
ROMA-BZCAT position, detected with Vega mag-
nitudes smaller than 13.318, 12.642 and 10.760 at
3.4µm, 4.6µm and 12µm, respectively;
3. have IR colors similar to those of TBLs defined by:
0.22 mag<[3.4]-[4.6]<0.86 mag, 1.60 mag<[4.6]-
[12]<2.32 mag, respectively;
4. have values of the parameter δ <1, according to
the definition proposed in § 2.3;
5. have X-ray fluxes larger than the minimum value
observed for TBLs (i.e., 2.45 · 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1).
8 The runs test is a non-parametric statistical test that veri-
fies the hypothesis that the elements of the sequence are mutually
independent and it could be applied in combination with a regres-
sion analysis to check that residuals are randomly distributed as
expected in a Gaussian statistic.
The requirement on the X-ray and IR fluxes ensures that
the selected sources will be above ROSAT and WISE
sensitivity thresholds.
We apply our selection to the BL Lac objects
that belong to the ROMA-BZCAT (Massaro et al. 2009;
Massaro et al. 2010; Massaro et al. 2011b).
For the blazars listed in the ROMA-BZCAT we found
41 TBCs that meet our criteria. All these TBCs
are detected by Fermi in the 30 MeV - 300 GeV en-
ergy range with only five exceptions: BZB J0056-0936,
BZB J0214+5144, BZB J0809+3455, BZB J1215+0732
and BZB J1445-0326, in particular, about ∼90% of
them show hard γ-ray spectra (i.e., γ-ray photon in-
dex Γ <2). Their complete list can be found in Ta-
ble 3, where we report their ROMA-BZCAT name, that
of their WISE counterpart, the redshift if known, the
ROSAT X-ray flux corrected for the Galactic absorption
(Kalberla et al. 2005), the Fermi γ-ray spectral index,
the IR WISE colors together with the IR flux in the 3.4-
12µm band and the value of ΦXIR.
Finally, we note that , all the TBCs selected from the
ROMA-BZCAT lie within 3σ level of confidence of the
regression line (see Section 2.3), with the only exceptions
of BZB J0214+5144 and BZB J1445-0326.
4. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS SELECTIONS
Several attempts to select BL Lac candidates for TeV
observations have been carried out in the last decade,
with particular attention to HBLs as in our analy-
sis. Selection of source candidates has typically re-
lied on the availability of source catalogs at lower fre-
quencies that could reveal properties characteristic of
VHE emitters. For instance, blazar candidates for
VHE observations were typically selected from cata-
logs of hard X-ray sources (e.g., Stecker et al. 1996;
Donato et al. 2001) or objects that had a particular com-
bination of radio, optical and X-ray energy densities
(Costamante & Ghisellini 2002).
In particular, Costamante & Ghisellini (2002) pro-
posed a selection of BL Lac candidates for TeV observa-
4 F. Massaro et al. 2012
TABLE 2
The complete list of TeV detected BL Lac objects (00 – 24 HH).
ROMA-BZCAT TeVCat WISE z FX FTeV Fermi [3.4]-[4.6] [4.6]-[12] FIR ΦXIR
name name name cgs Crab detect. mag mag cgs
J0013-1854 SHBLJ001355.9-185406 J001356.04-185406.5 0.094 6.49 0.01 no 0.22(0.03) 1.32(0.10) 1.36(0.08) 4.76
J0033-1921 KUV00311-1938 J003334.36-192132.9 0.61? 8.43 — yes 0.79(0.03) 2.14(0.04) 3.06(0.08) 2.75
J0035+5950 1ES 0033+595 J003552.62+595004.3 ? 5.41 — yes 0.66(0.03) 2.09(0.03) 2.46(0.06) 2.20
J0152+0147 RGBJ0152+017 J015239.60+014717.4 0.08 3.13 0.02 yes 0.38(0.03) 1.71(0.04) 2.71(0.08) 1.16
J0222+4302 3C 66A J022239.60+430207.8 0.444? 2.29 0.022 yes 0.84(0.03) 2.25(0.03) 36.87(0.70) 0.06
J0232+2017 1ES 0229+200 J023248.60+201717.3 0.139 5.63 0.018 no 0.30(0.04) 1.60(0.09) 1.19(0.07) 4.71
J0303-2407 PKS 0301-243 J030326.49-240711.4 0.26? 5.78 — yes 0.86(0.03) 2.28(0.03) 8.50(0.17) 0.68
J0319+1845 RBS 0413 J031951.80+184534.6 0.19 8.33 0.01 yes 0.68(0.04) 2.06(0.09) 0.95(0.06) 8.79
J0349-1159 1ES 0347-121 J034923.18-115927.2 0.188 14.28 0.02 no 0.51(0.05) 1.57(0.27) 0.33(0.06) 43.57
J0416+0105 1ES 0414+009 J041652.48+010523.9 0.287 22.6 0.006 yes 0.68(0.04) 1.85(0.07) 1.63(0.07) 13.86
J0449-4350 PKS 0447-439 J044924.69-435008.9 0.205? 8.12 0.045 yes 0.84(0.03) 2.27(0.02) 16.43(0.31) 0.49
J0507+6737 1ES 0502+675 J050756.16+673724.3 0.416? 12.9 0.06 yes 0.71(0.03) 1.95(0.05) 1.89(0.06) 6.82
J0550-3216 PKS 0548-322 J055040.57-321616.4 0.069 26.3 0.013 no 0.23(0.03) 1.63(0.05) 1.99(0.06) 13.24
J0648+1516 RX J0648.7+1516 J064847.64+151624.8 0.179 10.3 0.033 yes 0.60(0.03) 1.89(0.06) 1.67(0.07) 6.18
J0650+2503 1ES 0647+250 J065046.48+250259.6 0.203? 13.0 0.03 yes 0.73(0.03) 2.10(0.04) 2.76(0.09) 4.70
J0710+5908 RGBJ0710+591 J071030.05+590820.5 0.125 13.4 0.03 yes 0.49(0.03) 1.78(0.06) 1.52(0.06) 8.82
J0721+7120 S5 0716+714 J072153.44+712036.3 ? 2.27 — yes 0.98(0.03) 2.66(0.02) 69.98(1.29) 0.03
J0809+5218 1ES 0806+524 J080949.19+521858.3 0.138 8.26 0.018 yes 0.69(0.03) 2.07(0.03) 4.02(0.10) 2.06
J1010-3119 1RXS J101015.9-311909 J101015.98-311908.3 0.143 10.2 0.008 yes 0.47(0.03) 1.73(0.07) 1.31(0.06) 7.81
J1015+4926 1ES 1011+496 J101504.13+492600.8 0.212 13.2 0.07 yes 0.80(0.03) 2.21(0.03) 6.49(0.14) 2.03
J1103-2329 1ES 1101-232 J110337.62-232931.0 0.186 20.9 0.02 yes 0.54(0.03) 1.81(0.08) 1.18(0.06) 17.68
J1104+3812 Markarian 421 J110427.32+381231.9 0.03 180.0 0.3 yes 0.61(0.03) 1.99(0.02) 27.08(0.50) 6.65
J1136+7009 Markarian 180 J113626.42+700927.1 0.045 35.1 0.11 yes 0.41(0.03) 1.96(0.03) 5.87(0.12) 5.98
J1217+3007 1ES 1215+303 J121752.08+300700.7 0.13? 24.9 0.035 yes 0.83(0.03) 2.32(0.03) 9.62(0.19) 2.59
J1221+3010 1ES 1218+304 J122121.95+301037.2 0.182 16.3 0.08 yes 0.68(0.03) 2.06(0.04) 2.55(0.07) 0.10
J1221+2813 WComae J122131.69+281358.5 0.102 1.3 0.09 yes 0.85(0.03) 2.33(0.03) 13.5(0.27) 6.40
J1315-4236 1ES 1312-423 J131503.39-423649.7 0.105 8.85 0.004 no 0.28(0.04) 1.23(0.16) 0.66(0.06) 13.48
J1427+2348 PKS 1424+240 J142700.40+234800.1 ? 3.57 0.05 yes 0.83(0.03) 2.25(0.02) 21.43(0.40) 0.17
J1428+4240 H1426+428 J142832.62+424021.0 0.129 35.5 0.19 yes 0.50(0.03) 1.79(0.05) 1.46(0.05) 24.33
J1442+1200 1ES 1440+122 J144248.24+120040.3 0.163 7.82 0.01 yes 0.48(0.03) 1.70(0.06) 1.20(0.05) 6.50
J1517-2422 APLib J151741.82-242219.4 0.048 1.05 0.02 yes 0.88(0.03) 2.61(0.03) 27.94(0.53) 0.04
J1555+1111 PG 1553+113 J155543.05+111124.4 ? 17.9 0.034 yes 0.81(0.03) 2.15(0.03) 12.86(0.26) 1.39
J1653+3945 Markarian 501 J165352.22+394536.5 0.033 36.9 — yes 0.46(0.03) 2.01(0.03) 19.5(0.37) 1.89
J1743+1935 1ES 1741+196 J174357.84+193509.3 0.084 4.23 0.008 yes 0.43(0.03) 1.89(0.04) 3.70(0.09) 1.14
J1959+6508 1ES 1959+650 J195959.84+650854.7 0.047 32.3 0.64 yes 0.62(0.03) 2.16(0.03) 7.66(0.15) 4.22
J2001+4352 MAGICJ2001+435 J200112.87+435252.8 ? — 0.22 yes 0.77(0.03) 2.16(0.03) 7.56(0.16) —
J2009-4849 PKS 2005-489 J200925.39-484953.5 0.071 33.3 0.03 yes 0.74(0.03) 2.22(0.03) 17.92(0.35) 1.86
J2158-3013 PKS 2155-304 J215852.05-301332.0 0.116 324.0 0.15 yes 0.79(0.03) 2.13(0.03) 33.93(0.65) 9.55
J2202+4216 BLLacertae J220243.29+421640.0 0.069 1.58 0.03 yes 1.01(0.03) 2.60(0.03) 126.47(2.41) 0.01
J2250+3824 B3 2247+381 J225005.75+382437.3 0.119 2.45 0.002 yes 0.61(0.03) 1.89(0.04) 2.73(0.08) 0.90
J2347+5142 1ES 2344+514 J234704.83+514217.9 0.044 7.71 0.11 yes 0.29(0.03) 1.72(0.03) 5.52(0.13) 1.40
J2359-3037 H2356-309 J235907.88-303740.5 0.165 40.2 0.02 yes 0.69(0.03) 2.05(0.06) 1.40(0.05) 28.67
Col. (1) ROMA-BZCAT name.
Col. (2) TeVCat name.
Col. (3) WISE name.
Col. (4) ROMA-BZCAT redshift: ? = unknown, number? = uncertain.
Col. (5) ROSAT X-ray flux in the 0.1-2.4 keV energy range in units of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1.
Col. (6) archival TeV flux as reported on the TeVCat.
Col. (7) Fermi detection as reported in the 2FGL.
Cols. (8,9) IR colors from WISE. Values in parentheses are 1σ uncertainties.
Col. (10) WISE IR flux in the 3.4-12µm energy range in units of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1.
Col. (11) ΦXIR defined according to § 2.
tions, not only restricted to the HBLs as in the present
analysis. Their selection was mainly based on a fit-
ting procedure of the broadband SEDs of a sample of
BL Lacs compiled from literature with a homogeneous
synchrotron self Compton model and calculating the ex-
pected TeV flux. They conclude that TeV BL Lac candi-
dates are primarily selected to be bright both in X-rays
and radio bands, as generally occurs for HBLs. Tavec-
chio et al. (2010) also proposed a selection of BL Lac
candidates for TeV observations on the basis of the γ-
ray properties, such as hard γ-ray spectra, of the Fermi
sources detected in its first three months of operation.
Recently, Massaro et al. (2011c) also outlined a crite-
rion to select only TBCs, mainly based on the X-ray
spectral curvature and applied to the HBLs detected in
the major X-ray surveys as Einstein Slew Survey (e.g.,
Elvis et al.1992). This was the first criterion developed
on the basis of the BL Lac spectral shape observed in a
restricted energy range.
In comparison with the analyses cited above, 8 out
of 41 of the TBCs selected were also present in their
lists. We note that 2 sources appear in Stecker et al.
(1996) list of candidates and 8 in that of Costamante &
Ghisellini (2002), with 2 objects, BZB J0326+0225 and
BZB J1728+5013, present in both selections. Three of
our sources appear as TeV candidates in the Tavecchio et
al. (2010) selection: BZB J0109+1816, BZB J0136+3905
and BZB J1058+5628; the last source also in Costamante
& Ghisellini (2002).
In Massaro et al. (2011c) we also propose a X-ray
based selection and BZB J0326+0225, BZB J1136+6737,
BZB J1417+2543, and BZB J1728+5013, were deeply
investigated and selected as TBCs on the basis of their X-
ray spectral curvature. In particular, BZB J1728+5013
is present in all the previous selections with the only
exception of Tavecchio et al. (2010), making it the most
promising TBC.
The main difference between our method and the pre-
vious selections is that it is based on the IR rather than
on the radio flux density and that was built on the basis
of the peculiar IR colors of the known TBLs (i.e., a sur-
rogate of the IR spectral shape), an information that was
not used in all the previous selections. It is also worth
noting that all ∼90% BL Lacs of the ROMA-BZCAT
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TABLE 3
The complete list of TBCs selected from the ROMA-BZCAT (00 – 24 HH).
ROMA-BZCAT WISE z FX Γ [3.4]-[4.6] [4.6]-[12] FIR ΦXIR Sel.
name name cgs mag mag cgs
BZB J0035+1515 J003514.71+151504.2 ? 3.02 1.62 0.78(0.03) 2.20(0.06) 1.63(0.07) 1.86 —
BZB J0056-0936 J005620.06-093630.6 0.103 4.20 — 0.29(0.03) 1.75(0.05) 2.52(0.08) 1.67 —
BZB J0109+1816 J010908.17+181607.7 0.145 4.51 1.99 0.81(0.03) 2.28(0.05) 1.87(0.06) 2.42 T
BZB J0136+3905∗ J013632.59+390559.2 ? 9.60 1.69 0.79(0.03) 2.11(0.03) 4.01(0.09) 2.39 C,T
BZB J0209-5229 J020921.60-522922.7 ? 7.98 1.91 0.61(0.03) 1.97(0.05) 1.58(0.05) 5.06 —
BZB J0214+5144 J021417.94+514451.9 0.049 4.58 — 0.29(0.03) 1.77(0.04) 3.48(0.09) 1.31 M
BZB J0238-3116 J023832.47-311657.9 ? 5.14 1.85 0.64(0.03) 1.91(0.04) 1.96(0.06) 2.62 —
BZB J0316-2607 J031614.93-260757.2 0.443 3.05 1.87 0.75(0.03) 2.14(0.04) 1.34(0.04) 2.27 —
BZB J0325-1646 J032541.09-164616.8 0.291 27.2 1.97 0.70(0.04) 2.02(0.07) 1.10(0.05) 24.77 —
BZB J0326+0225 J032613.94+022514.7 0.147 12.0 2.06 0.58(0.04) 2.02(0.08) 1.19(0.06) 10.07 C,M,S
BZB J0505+0415 J050534.76+041554.5 0.027? 3.07 2.15 0.60(0.04) 2.03(0.08) 1.02(0.06) 3.02 —
BZB J0536-3343 J053629.06-334302.5 ? 4.84 2.39 0.68(0.03) 2.04(0.05) 1.31(0.05) 3.70 —
BZB J0543-5532 J054357.21-553207.5 ? 9.04 1.74 0.69(0.03) 2.00(0.04) 1.57(0.04) 5.75 —
BZB J0805+7534 J080526.63+753424.9 0.121 3.66 1.68 0.54(0.03) 2.02(0.04) 1.94(0.06) 1.89 —
BZB J0809+3455 J080938.91+345537.3 0.083 4.07 — 0.33(0.03) 1.69(0.07) 1.69(0.07) 2.40 —
BZB J0913-2103 J091300.22-210321.0 0.198 12.4 1.94 0.62(0.03) 2.06(0.04) 2.57(0.07) 4.83 —
BZB J0915+2933 J091552.40+293324.0 ? 6.25 1.87 0.76(0.03) 2.24(0.04) 3.31(0.09) 1.89 —
BZB J1023-4336 J102356.20-433601.5 ? 13.4 1.82 0.78(0.03) 2.06(0.04) 2.16(0.06) 6.19 —
BZB J1058+5628∗ J105837.73+562811.3 0.143 3.13 1.93 0.80(0.03) 2.28(0.03) 6.07(0.13) 0.52 T
BZB J1117+2014 J111706.26+201407.5 0.138 33.6 1.70 0.61(0.03) 2.05(0.05) 1.98(0.07) 16.99 C
BZB J1120+4212 J112048.06+421212.6 0.124? 7.81 1.61 0.70(0.03) 1.98(0.07) 1.18(0.05) 6.62 —
BZB J1136+6737 J113630.10+673704.4 0.136 14.8 1.68 0.44(0.03) 1.87(0.06) 1.16(0.05) 12.71 C
BZB J1215+0732 J121510.98+073204.7 0.136 3.27 — 0.42(0.04) 1.76(0.08) 1.19(0.06) 2.75 —
BZB J1241-1455 J124149.40-145558.4 ? 8.37 1.98 0.68(0.03) 2.04(0.06) 1.51(0.06) 5.55 —
BZB J1243+3627∗ J124312.74+362744.0 ? 10.0 1.70 0.78(0.03) 2.20(0.03) 3.97(0.09) 2.52 —
BZB J1248+5820 J124818.79+582028.8 ? 3.99 1.95 0.86(0.03) 2.29(0.03) 7.59(0.15) 0.53 —
BZB J1417+2543 J141756.67+254325.9 0.237 15.3 1.98 0.53(0.03) 2.02(0.05) 1.16(0.04) 13.20 C,M
BZB J1439+3932 J143917.48+393242.8 0.344 11.1 1.69 0.72(0.03) 2.10(0.04) 1.99(0.05) 5.57 —
BZB J1443-3908 J144357.20-390839.9 0.065? 6.56 1.77 0.73(0.03) 2.16(0.03) 4.48(0.11) 1.46 —
BZB J1445-0326 J144506.24-032612.5 ? 3.21 — 0.69(0.03) 1.86(0.08) 0.92(0.05) 3.48 —
BZB J1448+3608 J144800.59+360831.2 ? 4.62 1.89 0.77(0.03) 2.13(0.04) 1.55(0.04) 2.99 —
BZB J1501+2238 J150101.83+223806.3 0.235 4.02 1.77 0.83(0.03) 2.28(0.03) 6.15(0.12) 0.65 —
BZB J1540+8155 J154015.90+815505.6 ? 5.77 1.48 0.69(0.03) 2.00(0.04) 1.40(0.04) 4.12 C
BZB J1548-2251 J154849.76-225102.5 ? 6.21 1.93 0.70(0.03) 2.11(0.05) 2.16(0.08) 2.88 —
BZB J1725+1152 J172504.34+115215.5 ? 11.5 1.93 0.81(0.03) 2.16(0.03) 4.53(0.11) 2.54 C
BZB J1728+5013 J172818.63+501310.5 0.055 20.4 1.83 0.62(0.03) 2.18(0.03) 3.13(0.07) 6.52 C,M,S
BZB J1917-1921 J191744.82-192131.5 0.137 2.86 1.91 0.84(0.03) 2.27(0.03) 6.16(0.15) 0.46 —
BZB J2221-5225 J222129.30-522527.6 ? 5.43 2.06 0.72(0.03) 2.17(0.05) 1.42(0.04) 3.83 —
BZB J2323+4210 J232352.07+421058.6 0.059? 2.69 1.88 0.77(0.03) 2.28(0.07) 1.09(0.05) 2.47 —
BZB J2324-4040 J232444.65-404049.3 ? 14.6 1.81 0.75(0.03) 2.06(0.03) 4.77(0.11) 3.06 —
BZB J2340+8015 J234054.23+801515.9 0.274 3.39 1.87 0.75(0.03) 2.12(0.04) 2.48(0.06) 1.37 —
Col. (1) ROMA-BZCAT name. Asterisk indicates sources observed by VERITAS and not detected at TeV energies (Aliu et al. 2012, see also Section 6).
Col. (2) WISE name.
Col. (3) ROMA-BZCAT redshift: ? = unknown, number? = uncertain.
Col. (4) ROSAT X-ray flux in the 0.1-2.4 keV energy range in units of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, corrected for the Galactic absorption (Kalberla et al. 2005).
Col. (5) 2FGL γ-ray photon index Γ.
Cols. (6,7) IR colors from WISE. Values in parentheses are 1σ uncertainties.
Col. (8) WISE IR flux in the 3.4-12µm energy range in units of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1.
Col. (9) ΦXIR defined according to § 2. Col. (10) We indicate if the source was also selected by different, previous, analyses performed by Stecker et al. (1996; - S),
Costamante & Ghisellini (2002; - C), Tavecchio et al. (2010; - T), and Massaro et al. (2012c; - M) (see § 4 for more details).
that met our criteria are also detected in the γ-rays by
Fermi, while this was not a requirement for our selection.
5. ALL-SKY INFRARED SEARCH OF TBL CANDIDATES
We extended our search of TBCs beyond the ROMA-
BZCAT catalog by considering X-ray sources from
the ROSAT bright source catalog (Voges et al. 1999)
with a counterpart in the WISE all-sky survey
(Wright et al. 2010) and adopting less restrictive crite-
ria than the one previously described in § 3.
We considered all the IR sources detected by WISE
that lie within the positional uncertainty of an X-ray
source in the ROSAT bright source catalog. Then, we
selected only IR sources with WISE magnitudes smaller
than 13.32 mag, 12.64 mag and 10.76 mag at 3.4µm,
4.6µm and 12µm, respectively, IR colors between 0.23
mag < [3.4]-[4.6] < 0.86 mag 1.60 mag < [4.6]-[12] <2.32
mag and δ <1 (see § 2.3 and § 3 for more details). This
criterion corresponds to a less restrictive selection than
the one previously proposed, because it is not based on
the X-ray flux nor on the ratio ΦXIR.
The ROSAT bright source catalog lists 18811 X-ray
sources all-sky, however only 189 of them met the criteria
outlined above. All of them are unique associations be-
tween the ROSAT and the WISE all-sky surveys. More-
over, out of the 189 selected sources, 93 are associated
to sources listed in the ROMA-BZCAT catalog. These
were excluded from our extended TBL candidate list to
avoid redundancy in the selections.
For the remaining 96 sources, we performed a mul-
tifrequency analysis to select the most reliable TBCs.
We searched in the following major radio, IR, optical
databases as well as in the NASA Extragalactic Database
(NED)9 for any possible counterpart within 3′′.3 to ver-
ify if additional information can confirm their BL Lac
nature.
For the radio surveys we searched in the cat-
alogs of the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS;
Condon et al. 1998), the VLA Faint Images of the Radio
Sky at Twenty-Centimeters (FIRST; Becker et al. 1995;
White et al. 1997), the Sydney University Molonglo
Sky Survey (SUMSS; Mauch et al. 2003) and the
The Australia Telescope 20 GHz Survey (AT20G;
Murphy et al. 2010) surveys; for the IR we com-
pare our list only with the Two Micron All Sky
9 http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006) since each
WISE source is already associated with the clos-
est 2MASS source by default in the WISE cata-
log (see Cutri et al. 2012, for more details). Then,
we also searched for optical counterparts, with pos-
sible spectra available, in the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey (SDSS; e.g. Adelman et al. 2008; Paris et al. 2012)
and in the Six-degree-Field Galaxy Redshift Survey
(6dFGS; Jones et al. 2004; Jones et al. 2009); in the
hard X-rays within the 2nd Palermo BAT catalog
(2PBC; Cusumano et al. 2010) and if associated with
Fermi source in the 2FGL (Nolan et al. 2012). We also
searched the USNO-B Catalog (Monet et al. 2003) for
the optical counterparts within 3′′.3 and we report the
magnitude in the R band in Table 4. Our final list
has been also compared with the recent WISE-2MASS-
ROSAT selection of active galaxies proposed by Edelson
& Malkan (2012).
On the basis of our multifrequency investigation we
selected 54 TBCs out of the 96 remaining sources se-
lected combining the ROSAT all-sky survey with the
WISE observations. All these new 54 TBCs are listed
in Table 4 together with the results of our multifre-
quency analysis and their salient parameters as the IR
WISE colors and, if present, the 2FGL association (e.g.,
Ackermann et al. 2011; Nolan et al. 2012).
A large fraction of our TBCs (∼55%) have a clear radio
counterpart in one of the major radio surveys as occurs
for all the BL Lacs that belong to the WISE Gamma-
ray strip. In particular, 21 out of 54 sources have a
radio counterpart in the NVSS, 4 in the SUMSS, one in
both radio surveys while only 2 objects have a correspon-
dence in the FIRST. All our 54 TBCs are detected in the
2MASS catalog and they are also detected by WISE at
22µm with two exceptions. Optical spectra are available
in literature for 5 TBCs listed in Table 4 all classified
as BL Lac objects, thus no optical spectroscopic obser-
vations are necessary to confirm their nature. Then, 21
out of 54 TBCs have been observed by the 6dFGS and 4
by the SDSS. At high energies only one source has been
detected by Swift-BAT hard X-ray survey while 14 out
of 54 objects have been associated or lie within the posi-
tional uncertainty region of a Fermi source listed in the
2FGL. It is worth noting that 14 out of 54 TBCs are as-
sociated with Fermi sources as listed in the 2FGL catalog
and in the 2LAC catalogs, being classified as AGNs of un-
certain type (Nolan et al. 2012; Ackermann et al. 2011).
In particular, 1RXS J083158.1-180828, 1RXS J130421.2-
435308 and 1RXS J204745.9-024609 are the only three
sources that belong to our final list of TBCs selected
combining WISE and ROSAT all-sky catalogs that were
also selected as active galaxies of uncertain nature by
Edelson & Malkan (2012).
Moreover, 16 X-ray sources out of 54 TBCs were
previously unidentified in the ROSAT all-sky catalog
(Voges et al. 1999) (i.e., without a counterpart assigned
at lower energies). The existence of an IR WISE coun-
terpart in the WISE catalog, with similar colors than
those of γ-ray BL Lacs suggests that these could be po-
tential BL Lac candidates. We note that none of these
54 TBCs is listed in the Sedentary Survey of extreme
HBLs (Giommi et al. 2005), thus highlighting that our
method is successful to select BL Lacs without including
any criteria based on the radio observations.
Forty-two out of 189 IR-X-ray sources we selected have
multiwavelength archival observations that indicate they
are not BL Lacs. This suggest that a contamination of
∼22% of non-BL Lac objects could be present in our se-
lected sample. We will be able to make a more accurate
estimate of the contamination once all the optical spec-
troscopic information will be available for our sample.
Finally, we note that all the TBCs selected from
the ROSAT bright source catalog with a counter-
part in the WISE all-sky survey lie within 3σ level
of confidence of the regression line (see Section 2.3),
with the only exceptions of 5 sources, namely: 1RXS
J072812.1+671821, 1RXS J132908.3+295018, 1RXS
J180219.5-245157, 1RXS J183821.0-602519 and 1RXS
J193320.3+072616.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Previous studies based on the WISE all-sky sur-
vey have revealed that the IR spectral shape of high
frequency peaked BL Lacs detected at TeV energies
(TBLs) can be successfully used to associate γ-ray BL
Lacs (e.g., Massaro et al. 2011a; Massaro et al. 2012b;
D’Abrusco et al. 2013). In this paper, we extended the
same technique to search for high frequency peaked BL
Lacs that could be candidates for future TeV observa-
tions (i.e., TBCs), by selecting sources with similar IR
and X-ray properties of the known TBLs.
Known TBLs populate a subregion of the
WISE Gamma-ray Strip (Massaro et al. 2012a;
D’Abrusco et al. 2013), defined in the [3.4]-[4.6]-
[12] µm IR color-color space. Then, on the basis of
their IR and the X-ray emission, we identify 41 TBCs
among the BL Lacs listed in the ROMA-BZCAT catalog
(Massaro et al. 2009; Massaro et al. 2011b).
A comparison between our list of TBCs, chosen out
of the ROMA-BZCAT catalog, with previous selections
(Stecker et al. 1996; Costamante & Ghisellini 2002;
Tavecchio et al. 2010; Massaro et al. 2011c) finds
good agreement (see § 4). Our new criteria, mainly
based on the IR colors, a surrogate of the spectral
shape of the low energy component for the BL Lac
objects, is not based on radio or γ-ray data. Moreover,
our IR selection was built only in the 2-dimensional
[3.4]-[4.6]-[12]µm color-color diagram, while all our
previous selections of γ-ray blazar candidates, mostly
developed to associate unidentified gamma-ray sources
(Massaro et al. 2012b; D’Abrusco et al. 2013), required
the IR detection in all four WISE bands. All the BL
Lacs of the ROMA-BZCAT that met our criteria are
also detected in the γ-ray band by Fermi, while this
was not a requirement for the selection discussed in this
paper.
We note that VERITAS observations have been per-
formed for 3 of our TBCs selected within the ROMA-
BZCAT: BZB J0136+3905, BZB J1058+5628 and BZB
J1243+3627 (Aliu et al. 2012). However, as discussed
in Aliu et al. (2012), both BZB J0136+3905 and BZB
J1243+3627 do not have a redshift estimate, indicating
that their non TeV-detection could be due the absorption
of high energy photons by the extragalactic background
light (Franceschini et al. 2008). On the other hand, BZB
J1058+5628 was found variable in the γ-rays by Fermi
during the same period of the VERITAS observations.
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Thus, the non-detection at TeV energies of these three
sources does not affect our selection that can only be
verified with additional TeV observations.
We conducted an extended search based on less re-
strictive criteria based on the combination of the WISE
and ROSAT observations to search for new TBCs with
IR properties similar to those of the TBLs in the X-
ray sky. We found additional 54 sources that could be
considered TBCs with pending confirmation of their BL
Lac nature with follow-up optical spectroscopy. We also
note that 16 TBCs out of 54 X ray sources were previ-
ously unidentified in the ROSAT bright source catalog
(Voges et al. 1999); then we provide the first associa-
tion with a low energy counterpart correspondent to our
TBCs selected on the basis of the IR WISE colors. We
note that only 21 out of a total of 95 TBCs (i.e., 41 se-
lected in the ROMA-BZCAT and 54 in the all-sky search)
have a reliable redshift determination. The TBC with
the highest redshift is BZB J0316-2607 at z=0.443 closer
than the most distant TeV source: 3C279 at z=0.5362
(e.g., Errando et al. 2008).
Our investigation provides new targets to plan obser-
vations with ground based Cherenkov telescopes such as
HESS, MAGIC and VERITAS or in the near future with
CTA.
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TABLE 4
TBCs all-sky selected from the ROSAT - WISE all-sky surveys (00 – 24 HH)
ROSAT WISE other [3.4]-[4.6] [4.6]-[12] [12]-[22] R notes z
name name name mag mag mag mag
J001541.3+555141 J001540.13+555144.7 NVSS J001540+555144 0.59(0.03) 1.93(0.05) 2.14(0.15) 16.07 N,M ?
J002159.2-514028 J002200.08-514024.2 SUMSS J002159-514026 0.81(0.03) 2.23(0.04) 1.87(0.14) 15.94 S,M,6,v,f ?
J002922.4+505159 J002921.68+505159.0 0.86(0.03) 2.22(0.05) 2.12(0.15) 16.61 M,UNID ?
J005447.2-245532 J005446.74-245529.0 NVSS J005446-245529 0.74(0.04) 1.95(0.08) <1.82 17.08 N,M,6,f,BL ?
J010325.9+533721 J010325.95+533713.3 NVSS J010326+533712 0.45(0.04) 1.91(0.06) 1.74(0.26) 14.94 N,M,f ?
J013445.2-043017 J013445.62-043012.9 6dF J0134455-043013 0.74(0.03) 2.21(0.03) 2.19(0.04) 13.41 N,M,6,v ?
J014100.4-675332 J014100.45-675327.2 6dF J0141003-675328 0.60(0.03) 1.85(0.05) 0.77(0.51) 15.83 M,6,v ?
J021652.4-663644 J021650.85-663642.5 SUMSS J021650-663643 0.73(0.03) 2.12(0.05) 2.18(0.13) 17.14 S,M,6,f ?
J024215.2+053037 J024214.63+053036.0 NVSS J024214+053042 0.77(0.03) 2.32(0.03) 1.82(0.05) 12.03 N,M,v,B ?
J032220.5-305929 J032220.09-305933.9 6dF J0322201-305934 0.79(0.03) 2.17(0.04) 1.97(0.15) 16.00 M,6,v ?
J033118.2-615532 J033118.46-615528.8 6dF J0331185-615529 0.66(0.03) 2.14(0.04) 1.84(0.17) 16.20 M,6 ?
J033913.4-173553 J033913.70-173600.6 NVSS J033913-173600 0.32(0.03) 1.72(0.04) 2.00(0.16) 10.98 N,A,M,6,f 0.0656?
J034203.8-211428 J034203.71-211439.3 NVSS J034203-211449 0.68(0.03) 2.24(0.03) 1.82(0.02) 9.27 N,M,6 ?
J043917.9+224802 J043917.42+224753.3 0.46(0.03) 1.80(0.03) 1.49(0.03) 13.03 M ?
J045142.3-034834 J045141.51-034833.6 NVSS J045141-034834 0.55(0.03) 2.00(0.03) 1.96(0.04) 8.25 N,M,6,B ?
J051952.0-512347 J051952.79-512338.0 0.73(0.03) 2.30(0.03) 2.13(0.06) 14.72 M ?
J062040.0+264339 J062040.05+264331.9 NVSS J062040+264331 0.51(0.03) 1.88(0.08) 2.23(0.25) 15.80 N,M ?
J062221.4-260537 J062222.06-260544.6 NVSS J062222-260544 0.82(0.03) 2.29(0.04) 2.10(0.11) 16.94 N,M,6,f,BL ?
J063923.6+010231 J063923.53+010231.2 0.79(0.04) 2.28(0.06) 2.55(0.12) 16.01 M,UNID ?
J064007.4-125316 J064007.19-125315.0 NVSS J064007-125315 0.46(0.03) 1.74(0.04) 1.95(0.15) 13.69 N,A,M,6 ?
J065610.6+460538 J065609.67+460541.5 0.80(0.03) 2.29(0.04) 2.22(0.10) 15.17 M,UNID ?
J070912.3-152708 J070912.51-152703.6 NVSS J070912-152701 0.48(0.03) 1.63(0.05) 2.35(0.14) 15.54 N,M ?
J072259.5-073131 J072259.68-073135.0 NVSS J072259-073135 0.75(0.04) 1.98(0.06) 2.10(0.24) 16.77 N,M ?
J072812.1+671821 J072812.88+671814.7 0.78(0.03) 1.97(0.06) 2.04(0.21) 16.56 M,UNID ?
J073048.2-660212 J073049.52-660218.9 0.47(0.03) 1.88(0.04) 2.23(0.09) 14.95 M,UNID ?
J073143.9-470009 J073144.11-470008.4 0.54(0.08) 1.92(0.06) 2.06(0.08) — M,UNID ?
J082705.9-070841 J082706.17-070845.9 NVSS J082706-070846 0.64(0.03) 1.97(0.04) 1.64(0.17) 14.75 N,M,6,BL 0.12?
J083158.1-180828 J083158.37-180835.2 6dF J0831584-180835 0.82(0.03) 2.24(0.04) 2.29(0.08) 15.74 M,6 ?
J094709.2-254056 J094709.52-254100.0 NVSS J094709-254100 0.73(0.04) 2.17(0.06) 2.06(0.23) 16.71 N,M,6,f ?
J130421.2-435308 J130421.01-435310.2 SUMSS J130420-435308 0.86(0.03) 2.27(0.03) 1.93(0.05) 16.10 S,M,f,v ?
J130737.8-425940 J130737.98-425938.9 SUMSS J130737-425940 0.74(0.03) 2.06(0.03) 1.90(0.08) 15.58 S,M,6,f,v ?
J132452.1+213559 J132451.92+213548.7 SDSSJ132451.91+213548.8 0.67(0.03) 2.17(0.04) 2.04(0.13) 14.67 F,M,s ?
J132908.3+295018 J132908.84+295024.2 SDSSJ132908.83+295024.2 0.61(0.03) 2.21(0.06) 1.94(0.21) 14.75 M,s ?
J134751.3+283639 J134751.55+283631.5 SDSSJ134751.52+283632.3 0.36(0.03) 1.73(0.06) 2.65(0.15) 14.47 F,M,s ?
J140906.7-451714 J140907.20-451715.8 6dF J1409074-451716 0.56(0.03) 1.84(0.04) 1.81(0.15) 14.25 M,6,v ?
J150554.3-694935 J150555.68-694932.6 0.85(0.03) 2.16(0.05) 2.33(0.10) 17.55 M,UNID ?
J153548.6-295904 J153548.53-295855.5 6dF J1535486-295854 0.34(0.03) 1.73(0.03) 1.98(0.04) 13.38 M,6 ?
J154513.6-341733 J154512.84-341730.6 0.75(0.06) 2.08(0.03) 2.04(0.02) 9.63 M,UNID ?
J170034.7-273807 J170034.97-273804.4 0.45(0.05) 1.65(0.03) 2.14(0.03) 10.40 M,UNID ?
J180219.5-245157 J180219.45-245154.3 0.51(0.03) 1.61(0.02) 2.29(0.02) — M,v,UNID ?
J180925.6+204130 J180925.43+204131.2 NVSS J180925+204131 0.80(0.04) 2.12(0.06) 1.52(0.33) 16.49 N,M,f ?
J182022.7-101104 J182022.75-101113.4 0.33(0.04) 1.63(0.03) 2.12(0.02) 10.12 M,UNID ?
J182339.2-345412 J182338.59-345412.0 NVSS J182338-345412 0.70(0.04) 2.07(0.04) 1.92(0.13) — N,A,M,f ?
J183821.0-602519 J183820.64-602522.4 0.33(0.03) 1.83(0.07) 2.26(0.19) 13.11 M,UNID ?
J184121.8+290932 J184121.73+290940.9 NVSS J184121+290945 0.61(0.04) 2.09(0.06) 1.92(0.26) 16.66 N,M ?
J192503.1+504315 J192502.18+504313.8 0.69(0.03) 2.20(0.03) 2.35(0.04) 14.68 M,UNID ?
J192649.5+615445 J192649.89+615442.4 NVSS J192649+615441 0.79(0.03) 2.18(0.04) 1.88(0.13) 17.20 N,M,f ?
J193320.3+072616 J193320.30+072621.9 NVSS J193320+072619 0.85(0.05) 2.07(0.08) 1.90(0.34) 16.60 N,M,UNID ?
J195020.5+331419 J195019.72+331416.2 0.85(0.03) 2.17(0.03) 1.75(0.12) 15.82 M,UNID ?
J195815.6-301119 J195814.91-301111.5 NVSS J195814-301112 0.42(0.03) 1.86(0.07) 2.12(0.25) 13.97 N,S,M,s,6,f,BL ?
J204149.8-373346 J204150.23-373339.8 6dF J2041502-373340 0.31(0.03) 1.63(0.08) <2.25 13.62 M,6,BL 0.0986
J204745.9-024609 J204745.80-024604.1 NVSS J204745-024605 0.85(0.03) 2.32(0.04) 1.98(0.09) 15.01 N,A,M,6 ?
J224427.7+440135 J224427.24+440137.4 0.72(0.03) 2.32(0.03) 2.12(0.04) 13.43 M,UNID ?
J224753.3+441321 J224753.19+441315.6 NVSS J224753+441317 0.69(0.03) 2.13(0.06) 1.94(0.22) 16.75 N,M,f ?
Col. (1) ROSAT name.
Col. (2) WISE name.
Col. (3) Other name if present in literature and in the following order: NVSS, SDSS, AT20G, NED.
Cols. (4,5,6) IR colors from WISE. Values in parentheses are 1σ uncertainties.
Col. (7) Notes: N = NVSS, F = FIRST, S = SUMSS, A=AT20G, M = 2MASS, s = SDSS dr9, 6 = 6dFGS, x = XMM-Newton or Chandra, X = ROSAT; B=Swift-BAT; f=Fermi;
BL = BL Lac (optical spectra available in Jones et al. 2009); v = variability in WISE (var flag > 5 in at least one band); UNID=ROSAT unidentified X-ray source.
Col. (10) Redshift: ? = unknown, number? = uncertain.
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APPENDIX
To further justify the classification scheme proposed in Section 2.1 based on ΦXIR, we assumed a broadband
description of the BL Lac spectra, from the IR to the X-rays, in the form of a log-parabola (e.g., Howard et al. 1965;
Landau et al. 1986), expressed as:
Sν =
Sp
ν
·
(
ν
νp
)
−b log(ν/νp)
erg cm−2 s−1Hz−1 (1)
where νp is the SED peak frequency, Sp the SED peak flux at νp, and b the spectral curvature (see Massaro et al. 2004;
Tramacere et al. 2007, for more details). We computed the ratio ΦXIR as function of the peak frequency νp for
different values of b as shown in Figure 3. Thus for values of νp larger than 10
15Hz, as generally seen for HBLs,
ΦXIR is systematically larger than 0.1 (see Figure 3). Values of spectral curvature used in Figure 3 are those typically
observed in BL Lac objects (Massaro et al. 2008a; Massaro et al. 2008b; Massaro et al. 2011b).
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Fig. 3.— The values of ΦXIR as function of the peak frequency νp of the log-parabolic function (see Eq. 1) assumed as simple
representation of the low energy component of the BL Lac SED. The different lines correspond to different values of the spectral curvature
b, typical of BL Lac objects (e.g., Massaro et al. 2008a; Massaro et al. 2008b).
